


BRILLIANCE
A BRAND WITH VISION
Brilliance is a leading automotive group in China with a vision to become amongst the best selling automotive manufacturers in 
the world. More than 35,000 employees help create a revolutionary line up of vehicles including sedans, SUVs, minibuses and 
minivans, MPV, Light Trucks and Pickups, and automotive components. As a brand, Brilliance offers a high competitive edge 
with excellent quality, reliable performance and cutting edge technologies. Capitalizing on its strategic partnerships with industry 
giants such as BMW, Porsche, Toyota, Mitsubishi, several of its models are designed by famous Italian designers. Brilliance has 
been commended “the Most Customer-reliable Automobile Manufacturer” and “the First-class National Quality-Standardized 
Enterprise for Safety” in China.



THE FRV
A MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
STAR
The FRV is a new trendsetting hatchback, perfect for both families and younger 
generations with easy maneuverability in busy city streets.
This ideally urban vehicle skillfully blends comfort, design and power. The FRV was 
mainly designed to appeal to a wide audience, establishing new standards of 
functionality and quality in the industry. It is generously equipped with the latest 
technologies as well as various special features. Simple yet elegant, the fun driving 
of the FRV is enhanced through the British MIRA Lab Technique and the regulation 
of the quality and techniques of German BMW. Affordable, reliable, highly efficient, 
powerful, versatile, appealing; the attributes of the FRV are endless.



       
COMFORTABLE INTERIOR

REFINED EXTERIOR
       From the Italian godfather of automotive designs who brought ones of the most astonishing Ferrari, BMW M1, Maserati and Lamborghini models, Giorgetto Giugiaro 
brings the all new FRV design which is high on aesthetics and sense of practicality. The FRV exterior will catch the attention with its dynamic feel and elegant body 
giving the driver and the passengers many reasons to brag about the ride.

With an outstanding body, the FRV features a vast inner space, the biggest among the same grade vehicles, for maximum comfort. It also offers Aluminium Alloy 
wheels that give the FRV a trendy look. The power windows and mirrors along with the power sunroof and the reverse sensors are all practical and necessary 
features to ensure a complete driving harmony.        

Looking after the comfort and well being of the FRV passengers, Brilliance highly 
qualified engineers endowed the vehicle with a spacious interior accommodating 4 
passengers and their luggage, with a trunk capacity of 314 L. The exemplary 
ergonomics of the driver area combined with a tilt adjustable steering wheel and 
4-direction adjustable front seats ensure a gratifying driving experience. With split fold 
rear seats and superior fabric, the FRV shows great craftsmanship in the choice of 
premium quality materials and the exceptional finishing.
The FRV also integrates a high-performance air conditioning system and front and rear 
cup holders along with an audio system that comes with radio, CD, 8 speakers and an 
MP3 player.      



REINFORCED SAFETY AND 
SECURITY MEASURES
DUAL AIRBAGS FOR DRIVER AND FRONT PASSENGER
The airbags stay inflated for about 0.3 ms to ensure optimal protection according to the latest 
international safety standards in case of crash or collision. 

THE LATEST BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS-EBD)
The FRV braking system comprises of an ABS (Anti-Lock Brake System)/EBD (Electronic 
Brake Force Distribution) system guaranteeing accurate control in the process of braking, 
steering, starting, accelerating and preventing accidental occurrences such as side slips. This 
system ensures higher levels of safety and outstanding performance. 
Integrated collision protective steel beams in the front and rear doors with inner 
reinforcements. Strong B column and three transverse beam roof structures guarantee 
effective side collision protection.

MORE SAFETY
The FRV leads you on an extremely safe drive with its diverse features like the high position 
brake light, the anti-theft system to engine, the automatic lock function @ > 20KM, a seatbelt 
voice alarm function @ >20 KM, reverse radars, an automatic unlock function when collision, 
children doors lock, remote door locks and closing windows, fog lights and a central door lock 
control. 
The pre-tension three-point seatbelt of the FRV is equipped with a detonation generator which, 
in the event of an impact, is pressure-triggered to ignite an explosive reaction forcing the 
extraction of the seatbelts which allows passengers to avoid secondary injuries. Overall safety 
for optimal comfort.
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